
REVIEWS THAT MAKE ME SMILE: “I met Anthony at the 2019 Society for Human Re-

sources Management conference in Denver in February 2019. His talk was the highlight of 

my day. I love his sense of humor, his message, the way each line - and joke - landed per-

fectly, and how even a self-deprecating joke moved the conversation forward. His bond 

with the audience was immediate; his talk had all of the components of adult learning, and 

his enthusiasm was contagious...” ~Heather Davis, SPHR 

SOMETHING GLEEFULLY DIFFERENT KEYNOTEs & WORKSHOPS 
 

You’ll Receive IDEAL FOR 

• Skills to reframe and harness stress 

• FORMING deeper connections for teams or clients 

• Improved happiness through simple behavior changes 

• Teams with higher  trust, bonding and commitment   

• A deeper appreciation for the role of work and community as 

an expression of our values. 

CLIENTS SEEKING A HIGH-ENERGY, high-
impact presenter with an authentic 
touch:  

• CONFERENCES 

• Associations 

• community  groups  

• WORKSHOPS 

What if your next workshop or keynote coupled powerful content with the high-energy presence of a 
comedic mastermind?  Create a buzz lasting for weeks with a dynamic presenter who blends an authentic 
desire to inspire with a stage-front presence that immediately captures your audience and keeps them 
engaged.  Take a journey with Anthony and get your group connected and productive with tools to bond 
deeply, laugh more, increase flexibility using his toolbox full of techniques and tips.  Anthony Poponi works at 
the intersections of neuroplasticity, comedy, social capital, community and connectivity and he loves it all!    

TOPICS: A different spin on the topics of: motivation, harnessing stress, productivity, trust, 
communication, engagement, performance, resiliency, empathy, fulfillment and happiness! 

THE PHONE IS YOUR FRIEND:  We’ll create your next learning adventure around your groups challenges, 
struggles and stressors.  Let’s set a time to talk: (808) 421-8855. Make your next event MEMORABLE!   



more from their everyday lives.  Embedded within his content are the deeper-diving topics of 
meaning and purpose and Anthony couples this inspiring content with a comedic brilliance and 
authentic charm he intertwines into a powerful on-stage presence that will having your crowd 
roaring with laughter, and inspired to enact small changes for big results. Anthony gets happiness 
and will inspire your group to take steps forward to a tomorrow that’s gleefully different from today.  

 

Anthony has always been funny and his exploration into happiness 
started with understanding the power of laughter and evolved into 
multi-faceted talks and workshops for teams or individuals wanting 


